IDSeal combines our feature-rich identity theft
protection services with IDSeal Pro-Tec, our digital
privacy and device security product, to provide an
end-to-end solution that puts a 360 degree seal of
security around your identity, devices, and life.1
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It is not possible to prevent all identity theft or cybercrime, or to effectively monitor all activity on the internet. IDSeal cannot and does not guarantee complete protection against cybercrime or identity
theft. IDSeal does not monitor the activities of all financial institutions, or all activities of any particular financial institution.
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Why choose IDSeal?
IDSeal offers one of the most comprehensive, cost-effective cyberwellness
services in the marketplace. With IDSeal, you get a first-of-its-kind personal
privacy suite called IDSeal Pro-Tec to help protect your data from being
stolen. But if it does fall into the wrong hands, you’ll also have IDSeal’s
advanced identity protection to help keep your identity safe. It’s a single,
full-spectrum solution. If you ever do become a victim of identify theft,
you can rest assured that our highly-trained, US-based identity restoration
experts are ready to help. And, all IDSeal plans come with $1M in identity
theft insurance with $0 deductible, for expenses associated with your
identity theft recovery.2

If your identity is stolen, the consequences can be devastating and
last for months or even years. It can result in significant financial
loss and take a huge emotional toll.
MONITORS

IDSeal is constantly monitoring 24/7/365 for traces of your identity on the dark web, searching for signs of financial
takeover, unauthorized changes to your credit or personal information, and even monitoring your social media. IDSeal
has a comprehensive list of features designed to provide full coverage to keep your identity safe.

ALERTS

If anything is found, IDSeal sends you real-time alerts so you can immediately respond before it is too late.

DEFENDS

IDSeal Pro-Tec helps to protect your devices and personal data from cybercriminals. Our VPN and Antivirus help keep
your online activity private and safe.

RESTORES & REIMBURSES

In the event of identity theft, we fully manage the process of recovering your identity, so the impact on your life is
minimal. Included in all IDSeal plans, identity theft insurance provides you reimbursement for up to $1M, with $0
deductible, for expenses associated with your identity theft recovery.2

Platinum

$24.16

/mo.*

with Annual Plan
$289.90 per year

Quarterly

Monthly

$26.66/mo.* $28.99/mo.
$79.99 per 3 mos.

Platinum Plus

$29.16

/mo.*

with Annual Plan
$349.90 per year

Quarterly

Monthly

$31.99/mo.* $34.99/mo.
$95.99 per 3 mos.

Identity Theft Protection For 1 Adult
PLUS IDSeal Pro-Tec For Up To 2 Devices

Identity Theft Protection For 1 Adult + 10 Kids
PLUS IDSeal Pro-Tec For Up To 4 Devices

Sales Tax & Fees Apply

Sales Tax & Fees Apply

Monthly price shown for comparison purposes only. Annual and quarterly plans require payment for full year/quarter upon purchase.

*

The Identity Theft Insurance is underwritten and administered by American Bankers Insurance Company of Florida, an Assurant company under group or blanket policy(ies). The description provided in
the Summary of Benefits is a summary and intended for informational purposes only and does not include all terms, conditions and exclusions of the policies described. Please refer to the actual policies for
terms, conditions, and exclusions of coverage. Coverage may not be available in all jurisdictions.
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